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1. Introduction 
We begin by recalling the notion of M(co)-compact set in R” defined in [2]. A compact 
connected domain W with C2-boundary 8 W in R” is called an M(cQ)-compact set in R” if each 
point in a W has at most one negative principal normal curvature (with respect o the inward normal 
vector) and the homology groups, with integer coefficients, of W in dimensions greater than zero 
vanish. Clearly a compact convex domain with C2-boundary in IR” is M(oo)-compact set. 
In [4], a geometric inequality involving the integral of absolute mean curvature and surface area 
has been found for a compact manifold with bounded absolute mean integral curvature. In [2], we 
developed a geometric inequality involving the integral of (n -2)nd mean curvature and volume for 
It4 (oc)-compact set. Also we showed that any convex subset of M(m)-compact set has smaller the 
integral of (n - 2)nd mean curvature than that of the M(oo)-compact set in the following form: If W 
is an M(co)-compact set and Mi_2( W) is the integral of the (n - 2)nd mean curvature of W then 
nv(D,)+V(W)t 6 Mn+_2(w) (1) 
and if W is an M(m)-compact set, K is a convex subset of W and Mz_2(K) is the integral of 
the (n - 2)nd mean curvature of K then 
Mn+_#) 6 Mn*_z(W). (2) 
In this paper, we improve lower bound for Ml_2(W) obtained in (1). Our central result is the 
following: 
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Main Theorem. If W is an M(co)-compact set in IF and K(W) is the convex hull of W then 
M,*_,(K(W)) G M;_*(W). 
From the Main Theorem we have a better lower bound than that in (1) for ib~&!_~(W) since 
V(W) < V(K(W)) implies 
nV(D1) * V(W)f < nV(D# V(K(W))A < LI~,*_~(W). 
This is unusual in the sense that M,*(W) which is surface area of W does not have this property. 
We define C-sphere CS in the following way: Let B be a regular ball in R” with radius r (2 1) 
and center at the origin in IR3 and C be a solid cylinder of height 2r with radius :I- which is parallel 
to z-axis and its base is disk centered at origin on xy-plane. Let CS be an M(co)-compact set 
constructed by smoothening the set C U B. Then the surface area of convex hull of CS is bigger 
than that of CS. But from the Main Theorem above M;(W) of CS is greater than that of the 
convex hull of CS. 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote by IR” the n-dimensional euclidean space; 11x 11 stands for the euclidean norm of x 
in If??. We introduce the following usual notations: D, = {y : y E IP, J(y 11 < r}, r > 0 and 
x + D, = {x + y : y E D,}, x E W”. The first is, of course, the n-ball of radius r with center at 
the origin and the second is the n-ball of radius r with center at x. The Hausdorff distance of x 
from a nonempty set A, denoted by H(A, x), is defined to be H(A, x) = infaEd [Ix - a 11. 
Let A4 be a manifold differentiably embedded in IR” and x(u 1, . . . , ZQ) be a local coordinate 
system around a point p in M. The first fundamental form associated with the coordinate system 
is defined to be the symmetric matrix of real valued functions @‘x/E& . ?Ix/~u,~]. The second 
fundamental form on the other hand, is a symmetric matrix [a2x/aui8u,i . v], where II is an unit 
inward normal vector. To simplify the discussion we may assume that the coordinate function 
x has been chosen so that the matrix [ax/aui . L3x/t3uj] is the identity matrix at p. Then the 
eigenvalues of the matrix [a2x/aUiaUj . v] are called the principal normal curvatures of M at p 
in the direction u. For a compact n-manifold W with C2-boundary i3 W in JR”, at each point on 
a W n - 1 principal normal curvatures ~1, ~2, . . . , K,,.- 1 are defined by the eigen values of second 
fundamental form for the point of the 8 W. The reciprocals of principal normal curvatures are 
called the principal radii of curvatures. 
Now we define the ith integral of mean curvature MT(W) of W by 
and ai is the ith the elementary symmetric function. In particular, 
q349 
1 
=- 
s n-l aw 
(Q’Q . . *K,_2) + (K1 *..K,_JK,,_I) + ... + (K2Kj e..K,_l)dW. 
Let G be the group of all euclidean motions in R” and (X; er , e2, . . . , e,) be the moving frame 
in IV. Then G determines the position of the moving frame. Now a density dk for the group G given 
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bY dk = Ai *i Aj<h wjh, where Oi = ei dx, m,ih =ejdeh=-ehde,i(i,j,h=1,2 ,..., n)is 
called a kinematic density. So if W is a compact manifold in lP then clearly we have the relation 
1 
s 0102... 0, Wil(x+D,)#C4 
dk = V(W,). (3) 
where Oi is the surface area of the i-dimensional unit ball. In [2] we obtained the following 
inequality for M(W)-compact set in Rn: 
n-2 
V(W,) ,< V(W) + CCiM~(W)r”-’ + V(D,)r” for any r 3 0, (4) 
i=O 
where C’i = (“T’)l(i + 1). 
3. Properties of convex sets 
For any compact manifold K in R” and nonnegative real number r, the sets 
K, ={y:yEllV,lly-xlj<r forsomex inK}, (5) 
K_., = (y : y E K, lly - xl1 3 r for all x in 3K} (6) 
are respectively outer parallel body and inner parallel body in the distance r. 
If K is a convex body and r and h are nonnegative real numbers then it can be easily checked 
that K, and K_, are convex set and Kr+h = ( Kr)h = ( Kh)r = Kh+r. If K is a compact convex 
set with C*-boundary in lP then for any small positive number E, K = (K-,),. If K is a triangle 
in !R* then K # (K-,),. In general, from the definitions (5) and (6), it follows that K 2 (K_,), 
The following lemma is elementary, but it shows that the manifold (K_,), is not too far from K 
That is, there exists a constant k, not depend on E but depend on K, such that ( K.+)IL~ 2 K. 
Lemma 1. If K is a compact convex set in IF?_” and E is a nonnegative real number less than 
inradius of K then ( K_-E)k,E 2 K for some constant k depending an only K. 
Proof. Let po be the center of an inscribed sphere of K with radius r and let m be the radius of the 
smallest sphere containing K with center at PO. If pI is a point in 8 K then 11 PO- p1 II < m. Let P be 
the (n - 1 )-dimensional plane passing through p. which is perpendicular to the line segment px 
and let p2 be the point a K-, rl popl and p3 be a point in i3 K such that 11 p2 - p3 11 = H (a K, p2) 
where H is Hausdotff metric. Then \\p2 - p3(\ = E since a K is compact and Hausdorff metric H 
is continuous. Now we calculate the distance from the point p1 to the point ~2. Let p4 be the point 
P n pF3 and ps be the point in the line segment m4 such that 11 p2 - ps II = H (~74, ~2). Then 
rl = lip0 - p4)) 2 r andmi = llpo- pII1 < m.Ontheotherhand,ifweput IIpz - ~511 = E* 
from the triangle Apop, p4, we have llpl - ~211 = ~*(l /sin 13), where 6’ is the angle formed by 
two line segments pap1 and pIp4_ Since sin8 = rr/dm and E* < F, 
+ JGF? 
IIPI - P2II = &*-T&y = E ( > 
<eml+rl 
\ 
0 
~ =e(l+F) < E(l+;) 
0 
So if we take k = 1 + m/r then the proof of lemma is completed since p1 is an arbitrary point 
inaK. 0 
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In the proof of Lemma 1, K is a ball if and only if K = (K_,), for any E less than radius of 
inscribed sphere of K. Also cap body gives an example to show that given k, K = (K-F)kE but 
K # (K--E)qE for any q less than k. In this sense Lemma 1 is sharp. 
By definition, the convex hull K(W) of an arbitrary compact manifold W is the intersection of 
all closed half-spaces containing W and K(W) is, of course, the smallest convex set containing W. 
Also it is easy to show that if some closed half-space intersects K(W) then the half-space 
intersects W. The following lemma gives somewhat stronger esult. 
Lemma 2. If W is a compact manifold with nonempty interior in JP and K(W) is the convex 
hull of W then for each small positive number E there exists a positive real number (s) such that 
K(W)_, f~ (x + D,) # 0 implies that W f~ (x + D,) # 0for all r > r(e) andfor all x in II!“. 
Proof. Let t-0 be the diameter of K(W) and E be a small positive number less than inradius of W 
such that r-02 > 2rOs. Then K(W), contains more than one point and if we put r(s) = (s2 +ri)/2e 
then r(s) > r-0. Now suppose that there is a point xl in R” and real number -1 such that r-1 > r (E) 
and K(W),n(xl+D,,) # 0but Wn(xl+Dr,) = 0.Notethat K(W),fIa(xl+D,,) # Owhere 
a (xi + D,, ) is boundary of (xi + D,, ). If not then the set K ( W), is contained in the interior of the 
set 3 (xi + D,, ). But from the choice of E smaller than inradius of W, (x1 + II,, ) must intersect W. 
Now let p be a point in K(W), fl 3(x, + II,,) and let B,, (r-0) be the (n - 1)-dimensional disk of 
radius ro with center at xt and perpendicular to the line 1, line passing through points p and x1. Then 
(I x B,, (r-0)) - B,, (t-0) is composed of two components, say Cl and C2. If Ci is the component 
containing point p then Ci 1 J(W) since W is contained in Ci and Ci is convex. Let s be a point 
on thelinesegmentxip such that /s-xi )I = dm.Then ClnB,(r,) xs’p I K(W) because 
B,(ri)x.$ 2 CtnIy : y E R”, Ilu-XIII > rt } 2 W and B,(rt) xs$ is convex, wheres? is ahalf 
line pointing towards p from s. Since p is also a point in K(W) and s is a point on the line segment 
xlp, lb-pll < h--lb-XIII < rl-&F? < rl-- Jrt2-22r~~e+e2=r~-(r~-s)=e. 
Since s is a point in either a K (W) or complement of K(W) and p is a point in K(W)_,, this 
contradicts definition of K ( W)_, . •i 
4. Main result 
Now we want to prove our main result. 
Theorem 1. Zf W is an M(oo)-compact set in Rn and K(W) is the convex hull of W then 
M,*_,(K(W)) < M;_2(W). (7) 
Proof. Note that by Lemma for each E less than inradius of K(W) and each positive number 
r, K(W),iscontainedinthemanifold((K(W)_,)k),f or some constant k. Since ((K ( W)E)kS)r = 
((K ( W)-E)r)kS, for all r > 0 from the following Steiner’s formula (see [5]): 
n-3 
V(K,) = V(K) + c M,*(K) . ri+’ + Mn-2*(K) . r-‘-t + V(Dl) . r” 
i=O 
for any r 2 0, 
(8) 
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we have the following inequality: 
V(K(W)r) G V(((K(W)-,)r)kE) 
n-3 
= V((K(W)-,)r) + C Ci ’ M*((K(W)-,)r) ’ (k&)‘+* 
i=o 
+ M;_,((K(W)-,),)f (kE)n-1 + V(b) . (k&Y. 
But by (3) and Lemma 2, for all sufficiently large I- we have 
(9) 
V((Kw-E)r) = *,o,l . . 0, s,(W) fl(x+D )#fi dk E I 
1 
6 
0102 ’ . . 0, s 
dk = V(W,), 
Wn(x+D,)#M 
where dk is the kinematic density. By differentiating the Steiner’s formula successively we have 
the following formulas fork = 0, 1, . . . , n - 2: 
1 n-3 
M,*(K) = 
. x(i + 1) . (i) . . . (i - k + 1) . Ci . M,:(K) . ripk 
Ck. (k + I)! i=k 
and 
+ (n - 1) . (n - 2). . . (n - k - 1) . M;_2(K) . rn-k-2 
+ n . (n - 1). . . (n - k) . V(Q) . Fk-l fork=O,l,...,n-3, 
M,*_,(K) = M,‘_,(K) + II . V(Q) . r. 
From (1 l), we have that for k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 2,and sufficiently large r, 
(11‘) 
M,*(K,) < lk ’ ,-n-k-1 for some constant lk. (12‘1 
Now by (4), (8), (9), (10) and (12) for all sufficiently large r, we have the following inequality: 
(13) 
n-3 
V(K(W)) + C CiM,‘(K(W))r’+’ + Mn*_2(K(W))rn-’ + V(D,)rn 
i=O 
= V(Kour) 
n-3 
6 V(Wr) + C CiM:((K(W)-,),)(k&)“’ 
i=O 
+ M,*_2((K(W)-,>r)(k&)“-’ + v(ol>(kE)” 
n-3 
< V(W) + C Ci . M,‘(W)r’+’ + Mn*_2(W)rn-1 + V(D,)P 
n-3 
i=O 
_+_ Clirn-i-l (k&)‘+’ + Z,_2r(kE)n-1 + V(Dl)(k&)n. 
for some constants lk. 
i=O 
From ( 13) we obtain that M,‘_2 (K (W)) 6 Mz_, (W) + l&?). Since E was arbitrary small, 
we have that Ml_2 (K (W)) < Mi_2( W). This completes the proof of our theorem. Cl 
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Counterexample. Let T be the solid torus obtained by revolving the disk { (0, y, z) : (0, y, z) E 
lR3, (y - b)2 + z2 < a2} around the z-axis. But by the kinematic fundamental formula, for all 
small E, V (T,) is given by the polynomial of degree 2 in terms of E : V ( TE) = V(T) + A(T) . 
F + MT (T) . e2, where A(T) is the surface area of T and MT (T) is the integral of mean curvature 
of T. Since V(T,) = 2n2a2b + 4n2abe + 2n2be2, M;(T) = 2n2b and V(T) = 2rr2a2b. So 
simple calculation shows that if b is less than &u/rc then 3 . (:x)2/3 . V(T)‘j3 > M:(T). But 
if K(T) istheconvexhullof T,by(l) MT(K(T)) > ~.(+x)~/~.V(K(T))~‘~. Since V(K(T)) > 
V(T), MT (K (T)) > MT(T). This shows that our assumption in Theorem 1 is necessary. 
For two convex bodies Kt and K2 in IRY, mixed volumes VG (K1 , K2), m = 0, . . . , n, are 
defined by the following formula: 
Vn(Kl + AK21 = 2 (;) ~mVm*(KI, K2), 
In=0 
(14) 
where V, denotes n-dimensional volume functional. 
Let K be a convex body and p be the radius of the circumscribed sphere of a convex body U. 
Suppose that the origin of R” agrees with the center of this circumscribed sphere. Then we have 
U c pB(1) and therefore from monotonicity and homogeneity of the mixed volumes one can 
have V,_, (K, U) < V,*_l(K, p&l)) = #on-’ V,*_1(K, B(1)) = P”-’ wn-l(K). 
If the boundary of K is C2, the Minkowski functional W,_l (K) agrees with the integral of 
mean curvature l/n . &,-2(K). So one can have 
V,_JK U) < $o”-‘M,“-,(K). 
So we have the following corollary 
(15) 
Corollary 1. If W is an M(oo)-compact set in IRn and K(W) is the convex hull of W then 
V,‘_,(K(W), U) < ;~“-94;-~(W). 
Proof. Proof follows immediately from the the inequality(7) and inequality (15). 0 
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